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National Level Risk Financing: the goalNational Level Risk Financing: the goal

Sufficient levels of public expenditure on ex 
ante risk reduction
Adequate financial arrangements to manage 
residual risk (post-disaster relief and recovery (p y
expenditure)
BOTH SHOULD BE RECONCEPTUALISEDBOTH SHOULD BE RECONCEPTUALISED 
AS EX ANTE ARRANGEMENTS



The reality: No comprehensive risk 
financing strategies

Limited regular budgetary allocations for 
relief and preparednessp p
Risk transfer efforts still ‘pilots’
Ad hoc budgetary re-allocations
Reliance on international aid – grantsReliance on international aid grants 
and loans



The trends 1980sThe trends 1980s

Risk still generally seen as a 
humanitarian issue
Droughts and famine led to initial rethink 
on underlying socio environmentalon underlying socio-environmental 
causes of vulnerability

an initial modest wave of soil and water 
conservation programmes g
– but no major or sustained shift in spending



The trends 1990sThe trends 1990s

Some broader thinking about risk, but 
against a backdrop of attention to g p
complex political emergencies 

Late 1990s new interest in risk transferLate 1990s new interest in risk transfer 
mechanisms (stimulated by Hurricane 
Mitch etc )Mitch, etc.) 
- but not sufficiently connected to risk 

d ti tireduction, sometimes even seen as a 
replacement



The trends 2000sThe trends 2000s

Until the tsunami minimal progress with risk 
reduction investment
Upswing with the adoption of the HFA
Lessons being learnt from mechanisms testedLessons being learnt from mechanisms tested 
in the past, but limited widespread application
Assumed synergies with climate changeAssumed synergies with climate change 
adaptation, but not yet in place (and signs of 
competition)competition)



A few complicating factorsA few complicating factors

What does it mean to invest in disaster 
risk reduction?  How do we track it?
Still very low demand for comprehensive 
risk finance within national political andrisk finance within national political and 
budgetary processes

Dangers in trend towards budgetary support
Decentralization creates opportunities forDecentralization creates opportunities for 
greater relevance, but also capacity 
bottlenecksbottlenecks



Promoting and incentivizing the risk 
reduction agenda

How to encourage comprehensive disaster risk financing 
strategies at both national and sub-national levels?  
What information do we need?What information do we need?
What instruments can ensure that all disaster risk financing 
tools reinforce risk reduction principles? p p
What financial incentives can facilitate disaster risk 
reduction initiatives at each level of government, civil 
society and the private sector?
Can we both encourage an immediate increase in disaster 
risk reduction initiatives and encourage longer termrisk reduction initiatives and encourage longer-term 
institutionalisation of disaster risk reduction in broader 
financial planning?



Developing appropriate 
risk financing mechanisms

How to balance of ex ante and ex post financing? Why 
bother if ex ante risk reduction is not merely about 
spending?spending? 
What sources of funding are available for disaster risk 
financing (including CCA)? Are they adequate and 
appropriate?
What lessons can be learnt from the Paris Declaration 
about prospects and means to enter the new aid financingabout prospects and means to enter the new aid financing 
structures and  prospects for synergy with climate 
adaptation mechanisms?p
What financial mechanisms are required to support inter-
sectoral coordination/alignment of plans to reduce risk? 



Guiding decision makingGuiding decision making 

What tools are required to monitor disaster-related 
expenditure, including ex ante spending, and how far 
should this definition of ‘disaster related spending’should this definition of disaster-related spending  
stretch? 
What tools are required to rank and select differentWhat tools are required to rank and select different 
disaster risk management options?
How should governments determine what is anHow should governments determine what is an 
acceptable level of risk and how can they determine 
who should cover the expenditures needed for 
managing this risk?



Determining appropriate roles of 
stakeholders

Who should do what in disaster risk financing?
What are realistic ambition levels/capacity development 
investments in contexts of significant decentralisation?investments in contexts of significant decentralisation?
What role should be encouraged from the humanitarian 
community in supporting disaster risk financing?y pp g g
What role should be encouraged from the development 
community in supporting disaster risk financing?
How to coordinate with the CCA community?
How to coordinate with social protection advocates?
What is the appropriate funding for actors at different 
levels? 



Thank you!

Dhanyabad!y

Merci!

Dank schön!Dank schön!

Rakhmat!

For more details about ProVention’s activities 
see www.proventionconsortium.orgsee www.proventionconsortium.org


